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Abstract. A topdown interpreter in Prolog is presented for a subclass of logic grammars: Static 
Discontinuity Grammars, or SDGs [4], which have proved useful in computational linguistics 
[5,3]. We also discuss the incorporation of constraints such as those found in linguistic theories. 
1 INTRODWT~ON 
Logic Grammars [2] allow for a language to be described through type-0 like productions, 
from which analyses or syntheses of sentences in the language can be transparently deduced. 
Grammar symbols are logic terms (i.e., may include variables, constraints or further terms 
as arguments), and rewriting involves unification. 
2 DEFINITION 
A static discontinuity grammar (SDG) is a logic grammar G = (VN, VT, P, s) where 
VN, VT and s have their usual meanings, and P is a set of productions, each of one of the 
two following forms: 
(1) Type-A productions: 
(2) Type-B productions: 
nt + /3. 
nt1 + Pl 
nt2 -+ P2 
where nti are non terminals, and & are sequences of terminals and non-terminals (Prolog 
calls may be included too, but in this article we shall disregard them). Rules of the second 
form (discontinuous rules) as can be seen, consist of various context-free like rules. They 
can be used to rewrite strings of the form: 
ntislnt& . . . ntk 
into: 
(PlSlP2S2 * * * Pn) f3 
where nli unifies with nt: with a most general unifier 0 
non terminals. 
and si are strings of terminals and 
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Given a static discontinuity grammar G, we define a rewrite relation between sentential 
forms (elements of V*) as follows: 
for type-A productions, where B is the mgu of nt and nt’, and 61 and 62 E I/+. For type-B 
productions, we have: 
where 0 is the mgu of the nti and nt:, and where 61 and 62 E I/*. 
The language described by G is defined by: 
L(G) = {w E VT* 1 s =i w} 
Given a static discontinuity grammar G and a sentence t in L(G), we define a parsing tree 
for t as a tree whose nodes belong to V, whose root is the starting symbol s, and the rest of 
the tree is constructed by using the rewriting relation, as follows: 
if s = si*s***.*,= t 
then for every transition 
Si = 61 nt’ 52 *j = (61 ,L3 62)Bi 
obtained through a type-A production nt -+ /3, there is an arc from nt’ to each of the 
symbols in /Mi; and for every transition 
Si = 61 nt), s1 nth s2 . . . ntk62 Jj = (61 ,B1.51 P2 S2 * . * pn 62)Oi 
obtained through a type-B production [ntl - ,&, . . . , nt, -, &,I, there is an arc from nt: 
to each of the symbols in ,f3i Bi. 
The contextual symbols in 61, 62, sit ~2, . . . , s,, -1 also become affected by f9i in the tree, 
although no explicit tree expansion shows it. This influence can be thought of as substitution 
propagation. 
For each node n in a parsing tree T, we define an incomplete path for n as the expression 
[s,n2,n3, . . ..nj.n I VI 
where s is the starting symbol; there are arcs from s to ns, from n2 to ns,..., from nj to n; 
V is a variable, called the tail variable of the path; and “I” is a Prolog operator in infix 
notation. 
We say a node nl dominates a node n in a parse tree if ni is different from n and belongs 
to n’s incomplete path. 
It is easy to see that a node nl dominates a node n in a parse tree iff there exists a mgu 
of their respective incomplete paths, pi and p, and in the unified expression ni precedes n. 
3 AN INTERPRETER IN PROLOG 
The main procedure is parse(String, State, Pendingsubrules), where String is the 
list of words of a presumed sentence in the language defined by the input grammar, State is 
the current parsing state, and Pending-subrules is a list of pending subrules from a type-B 
production. The first call must initialize State to a list containing the initial symbol, and 
Pending-subrules to ( 1. 
sdpardljU,ll). 
sdparse([TllT],[TlIS],P) :- 
sdparse(T,S,P). 
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sdparse(S,[H(G],P) :- 
getsubrule(P,[H]B],Pl), 
concat(B,G,Gl), 
sdparse(S,Gl,Pl). 
sdparse(S,[H]G],P) :- 
sdrule(H,B,Sr), 
concat(B,G,Gl), 
concat(Sr,P,Pl), 
sdparse(S,Gl,Pl). 
sdparse(S,[H]G],P) :- 
sdrule(H,B), 
concat(B,G,Gl), 
sdparse(S,Gl,P). 
/* getsubrule(Listof pending rules, subrule chosen, new list of pending rules) */ 
getsubrule([R]P],R,P). 
getsubrule([Rl]P],R,[Rl]Pl]) :- getsubrule(P,R,Pl). 
concat(fl,P,P). 
concat([X/Ll],L2,[X]L3]) :- concat(Ll,L2,L3). 
4 ADDING CONSTRAINTS 
In order to enforce linguistic or other constraints on SDG rules, we need to keep a parse 
history that we can examine. Typically this is done through constructing the parse tree 
incrementally as each rule applies. In SDG, we only need to know, for each leaf node at any 
given moment of the parse, its associated incomplete path. With this information alone, we 
can always reconstruct the tree so far. It is moreover very easy to build an incomplete path 
incrementally: when adding a new arc from ni to nj, we simply unify the tail variable in ni 
with nj\Z, where 2 is a new variable and “\” is a Prolog operator in infix notation. 
Node comparisons can be quickly achieved through unification. For instance, we can 
check whether a node Nl represented by the incomplete path Pl dominates a node N2, 
represented by the incomplete path P2, simply through issuing the call: 
?- dominates( Pl, P2) 
to the predicate: 
dominates(X\Tl, X\T2) :- nonvar(T1) 
where nonvar(T) is a Prolog built-in predicate that succeeds if T is not instantiated to a 
free variable. 
Hierarchically expressed constraints on rearranging the nodes of a tree (e.g., subjacency in 
Government-Binding theory [I] can be expressed in terms of predicates such as dominaies. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
SDGs admit concise implementations as the one shown. Our methodology for parse 
tree construction lends itself to efficient unification-based incorporation of hierarchical con- 
straints. 
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